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6. stream & download audials music recorder: the nero music recorder included in nero platinum
is your ticket to the world of music: listen to the hits of your favorite bands and discover new

songs by accessing over 100,000 online radio stations and thousands of concerts, music videos,
and fan content. music recorder records music as a non-drm-protected mp3 file. these can then

be copied to your mobile device. nero platinum packs a selection of different apps into one
package and provides a number of multimedia solutions, be it dvd burning, converting media

files, consolidating data on multiple devices, or editing video. we tested nero platinum to
evaluate how the video editor stacks up against the competition, and how useful the other

included apps are. nero platinum suite 2021 is an impressive application that brings users new
tools for performing disk burning operations on the computer. it has got an oem version that is

equipped with different burners which are widely used and provides accurate result. this
application has got independent music burning section with complete control as users can

handle the burning processing according to their needs. you can also download
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nero has been around for a long
time, and its name is synonymous

with quality. the utility is based
around a powerful suite of tools

that has been updated and
integrated into one new package.
there are multiple tools for photo

and video editing, data
management, audio editing and

much more. nero platinum is
based on nero and includes a tool
for easily organizing your media
library, a powerful multimedia

editor, an audio and video
converter, a data management
tool, and a whole bunch of other
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features. nero platinum is a
comprehensive suite of software
that combines all of nero's media
applications and features into one
pack. you get a free dvd burner
with nero platinum, and it can

burn any dvd, cd or blu-ray disc.
there are also video and audio

conversion tools. the nero
platinum editor is a powerful dvd
authoring and editing tool with
functions such as image and

audio editing, feature film editing,
dvd authoring, custom dvd menu

creation, and advanced disc
authoring. there are also photo
editing, image effects, image
retouching, image to video
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converter, image organizer, file
organizer and much more. nero
platinum is an all-in-one media

center, cd & dvd burning, and dvd
& blu-ray authoring suite. it can
burn all your favorite movies,

dvds, and blu-ray discs, and let
you edit and create custom dvds
and blu-rays using the powerful

nero platinum dvd & blu-ray
software. it also includes

comprehensive disc authoring
and management tools, as well as

tools for organizing and
converting your photos, images,

and videos, so you can easily
access them from any device.
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